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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Aspects of the present invention relate to mobile
robots, and more particularly to the mapping of environ-
ments in which mobile robots operate, to facilitate move-
ment of mobile robots within those environments.
[0002] As a system that enables a mobile robot to map
its environment and maintain working data of its position
within that map, simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) is both accurate and versatile. Its reliability and
suitability for a variety of applications make it a useful
element for imparting a robot with some level of autono-
my.
[0003] Typically, however, SLAM techniques tend to
be computationally intensive and thus their efficient ex-
ecution often requires a level of processing power and
memory capacity that may not be cost effective for some
consumer product applications.
[0004] For those facing the low-cost production targets
necessary for competition in the consumer market, it is
unlikely that an economic hardware environment would
include processing and memory capacities capable of
supporting adequately a robust SLAM system. It there-
fore is imperative that developers seek ways to facilitate
efficient execution of the core SLAM algorithms within
the limits of the computational capacities they have. Gen-
erally, such optimization schemes would seek to use
processing power and system bandwidth judiciously,
which might mean simplifying some of the SLAM algo-
rithms in ways that do not critically compromise their per-
formance, or reducing input data size or bandwidth. In
US 5,202,661, there is disclosed a system as set forth in
the preamble of the accompanying claim 1, and a method
as set forth in the preamble of the accompanying claim 9.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Four concepts are outlined herein, each intend-
ed to enable a SLAM system to maintain efficiency when
it is operating on a platform that provides limited proces-
sor power and/or memory capacity. Some of these opti-
mization methods may reside entirely in software, or may
require some element of hardware support to function
properly. According to the invention, there is provided a
system as set forth in the accompanying claim 1 and a
method as set forth in the accompanying claim 9.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

Figure 1 depicts a block diagram showing some fea-
tures according to the invention.
Figure 2 depicts a flow chart showing some features
according to the invention, corresponding to certain
aspects of Figure 1.

Figure 3 depicts another flow chart showing some
other features according to the invention, corre-
sponding to certain aspects of Figure 1.
Figure 4 depicts a block diagram showing some oth-
er features according to the invention.
Figure 5 depicts an example of particle weight dis-
tribution for a localization iteration process.
Figure 6 depicts a further example of particle weight
distribution for a localization iteration process.
Figure 7 depicts yet a further example of particle
weight distribution for a localization iteration proc-
ess.
Figure 8 depicts localized and delocalized states
based on verified particle distribution data.
Figure 9 depicts a block diagram showing some oth-
er features according to the invention.
Figure 10 depicts a flow chart showing some other
features of the invention, corresponding to certain
aspects of Figure 6.
Figure 11 depicts an example of orientation of a mo-
bile robot in its physical environment.
Figure 12 depicts a further example of orientation of
a mobile robot in its physical environment.
Figure 13 depicts a flow chart showing some other
features of the invention, corresponding to certain
aspects of Figure 1.
Figure 14 depicts one scenario of movement and
orientation of a mobile robot in its physical environ-
ment.
Figure 15 depicts a further scenario of movement
and orientation of a mobile robot in its physical en-
vironment.
Figure 16 depicts yet a further scenario of movement
and orientation of a mobile robot in its physical en-
vironment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

1. SUSPENDING ROBOT POSE UPDATES DURING 
DELOCALIZATION

[0007] Localization requires regularly updating a ro-
bot’s pose (position and angle) within its environment.
The frequency with which this is done can affect overall
system performance, depending on how often data must
be processed as a result of an update operation. Mini-
mizing computational load is essential to providing a
SLAM system that can function effectively in a low-cost
hardware environment.
[0008] According to one feature of the invention, com-
putational load may be reduced by eliminating robot po-
sition updates when it appears that the robot has become
delocalized, in which case the updates likely would be
erroneous anyway.
[0009] FIG. 1 is a diagram depicting aspects of the just-
mentioned feature in a mobile robotic system 100. In FIG.
1, data acquisition system 110 generates data regarding
the environment of mobile robot 120. This data becomes
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input data to processing apparatus 130. From this data,
processing apparatus 130 generates a map or model of
the mobile robot’s environment (block 132). Processing
apparatus 130 also may contain a separate function
(block 134) that monitors the generation or updating of
the map for any shift in map elements beyond a threshold
limit. If such an occurrence is detected, the processing
apparatus (block 136) responds by executing instruc-
tions to suspend or modify the use of data from data
acquisition system 110. A sensing unit 140 also may
monitor the data acquisition system 110 for a loss in pre-
ferred orientation of the data acquisition system 110 for
data generation. If sensing unit 140 detects a loss in ori-
entation, processing apparatus 130 will respond by ex-
ecuting instructions to suspend or modify use of data
generated by the data acquisition system 110. Mobile
robot 120 may be connected to processing apparatus
130. The sensing unit 140, if present, may be attached
to the mobile robot 120. Data acquisition system 110 may
be attached to the mobile robot 120 as well, or alterna-
tively may be separate.
[0010] FIG. 2 shows a flow of operation of the system
depicted in FIG. 1. In FIG 2, at block 201, the data ac-
quisition system generates data regarding the robot’s
physical environment, yielding the generated data at
block 202. At block 203, the orientation of the data ac-
quisition system is monitored to see whether the data
acquisition system is maintaining its preferred orientation
with respect to the robot’s physical environment (e.g.
whether the data acquisition system is tilting, has tipped
over, or otherwise seems to display an orientation other
than one in which the robot can function within its physical
environment. At block 204, if the preferred orientation is
not lost, then at block 205, the generated data is used to
generate or update the map of the robot’s physical envi-
ronment. On the other hand, if at block 204, if the pre-
ferred orientation is lost, then at block 206, the map gen-
eration is suspended, or the map is modified. After either
block 205 or block 206, flow returns to the top of FIG. 1
to generate data and monitor the orientation of the data
acquisition system.
[0011] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing other features of
the invention. In FIG. 3, map generation apparatus 310
provides a map of a mobile device’s environment for lo-
calization of the mobile device within that environment.
A delocalization detection apparatus 320 uses the map
information to determine the position of the device. Par-
ticle generation apparatus 322 generates particles rep-
resenting potential poses of the mobile device. Particle
weight assignment apparatus 324 assigns weights to
each particle representing its relative likelihood of accu-
racy relative to other particles. Separately, an erroneous
particle generation apparatus 326 generates particles
such that their corresponding weights as generated by
particle weight assignment apparatus 324 will be low,
representing a low probability of correctly indicating the
mobile device’s position. A particle weight comparison
apparatus 328 compares the weights of the erroneous

particles with the weights of the particles generated by
the particle generation apparatus 322 and confirms that
the device is accurately localized or determines whether
delocalization has occurred.
[0012] The method may operate as follows:

1) Erroneous position and inclination particles may
be introduced to the set of tracking particles. The
erroneous particles, also referred to later as verifi-
cation particles, may be selected in a way that they
likely will not introduce additional error into the cur-
rent estimate of the robot’s position and inclination.
2) Typically, erroneous particles have low weights,
which may correspond generally to their low proba-
bility of accurately representing the robot’s current
position. If the erroneous particles have weights that
are not uniformly low, but rather may be a distribution
or some combination of low and high weights, then
this may imply that the robot has become delocal-
ized.
3) If it is determined that the robot likely is delocal-
ized, then updating its position within the map of its
surroundings may be suspended until the weights of
the erroneous particles return to a more uniform dis-
tribution of low values.

[0013] FIG. 4 depicts a flow of operation of the system
depicted in FIG. 3. In FIG. 4, at block 401, the existing
map may be used or updated as appropriate. At block
402, particles are generated, either anew or iteratively,
the iteratively generated particles being added to the ex-
isting particle set. At block 403, weights are assigned to
each particle. At block 404, erroneous particles are gen-
erated, and at block 405, the erroneous particles have
weights assigned to them. At block 406, the weights of
the erroneous particles are compared to those of the orig-
inal particle set to determine whether delocalization has
occurred. At block 407, a check for delocalization is
made. If delocalization has not occurred, then similarly
to block 205 in FIG. 2, map generation and updating con-
tinues. If delocalization has occurred, then similarly to
block 206 in FIG. 2, map generation is suspended or
modified.
[0014] There are precautionary reasons why this pro-
cedure is implemented in a SLAM system and it may
afford other advantages beyond computational load re-
duction. Suspension of mapping when delocalization is
detected may avoid corrupting the map. Also, once de-
localization is detected, additional actions can be ena-
bled to improve the likelihood that the robot will re-local-
ize, such as increasing the number of particles in the set
or employing looser error models. Depending on the se-
verity of the delocalization, other actions might be taken
aside from those that are related to recovery. For exam-
ple, the robot might stop or restart its run.
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Example: Determining delocalization through introduc-
tion of erroneous particles

[0015] A typical approach to localization under a SLAM
scheme might include the following steps:

1) For each particle:

a) Apply an ideal motion model (e.g., odometry).
b) Apply position and angle (x,y,θ) adjustments
drawn from error model distributions.
c) Evaluate with respect to the current map to
compute weight.

2) Resample particles proportional to computed
weights.

[0016] A typical localization iteration based on the
above process might yield the particle weight distribution
illustrated in FIG. 5.
[0017] In FIG. 5, the distribution of particles, sorted by
weight, appears as a curve, indicating a mix of particles
of low, middle and high weights. The particles with higher
weights - those at the upper left side of the distribution -
have a proportionally higher probability of representing
accurately the robot’s pose relative to other particles low-
er on the sorted distribution of weights. When the parti-
cles are indexed by their weights, a particle’s index
number may indicate its relative position with respect to
other particles regarding its probability of accurately rep-
resenting the robot’s pose (position and angle). Within
such a framework, particle 1 has the highest probability
of accuracy and all subsequent particles (i.e., particles
2, 3, 4, etc.) have sequentially lower probabilities of ac-
curacy in their pose.
[0018] It is worth noting that the weight scale (the ver-
tical axis in the graph) may be highly dependent on en-
vironmental conditions such as distance from walls,
number of valid distance readings from a spatial sensor
such as a laser rangefinder, etc. An approach to deter-
mining delocalization via the introduction of erroneous
particles generally should be independent of environ-
mental conditions.
[0019] The goal of introducing erroneous particles is
to identify when the particles with higher probability of
representing the robot’s pose are not much better than
particles with the lowest probability of representing the
robot’s pose. In such a circumstance, the implication is
that most or all potential poses are bad, and therefore
the robot has little or no reliable information regarding its
actual whereabouts within its environment. By definition,
the robot is delocalized.
[0020] The process of assessing the state of localiza-
tion involves introducing additional test particles whose
pose is deliberately erroneous in order to set a baseline
weight for comparison to better particles.
[0021] It is often observed that particle evaluation is
most sensitive to angular errors. Small changes in robot

angle, for example, can translate to large errors in dis-
tance measurements as the distance from the robot to
an object in its surrounding environment increases. Large
angular errors can have similar distributions of laser read-
ings in terms of distance, but they may dramatically re-
duce the overall weight of the full particle set.
[0022] Typically, the particles representing candidate
location angles with the highest weights are fairly close
to an ideal motion model. Recognizing this, a generally
effective approach to delocalization detection is to intro-
duce erroneous particles at the center of the ideal motion
model with large offsets to the angle (e.g., 630°, 40°,
50°, 60°, etc.).
[0023] If the robot is properly localized, the erroneous
particles will reside relatively close together at the end
of the sorted distribution curve that contains the lowest
weighted particles, as shown in FIG. 6.
[0024] In FIG. 6, the erroneous particles, referred to
here as verification particles for their purpose, are clus-
tered together on the lower right end of the curve, each
having a weight that is closer to zero than the particles
comprising the rest of the sorted distribution.
[0025] If the robot is delocalized, many normal particles
will have low weights, and many of these are likely to
have weights lower than some of the erroneous or veri-
fication particles, as seen in FIG. 7.
[0026] In FIG. 7, some erroneous (verification) parti-
cles reside at the far right side of the distribution, but
other erroneous particles are scattered through the rest
of the particle set. As more particles known to be erro-
neous have weights that exceed other, non-verification
particles, it becomes increasingly likely that the robot has
delocalized.

Identifying delocalization

[0027] The actual determination of delocalization can
be done in any of a variety of ways, including by exam-
ining the mean index value of the erroneous (verification)
particles. In a localized condition, most or all of the erro-
neous particles will reside relatively close together at the
bottom of the index, since they generally will have the
lowest weights. Averaging the indices of the erroneous
particles in a localized case will yield a large number rel-
ative to the size of the total set of particles, including both
erroneous and non-erroneous particles.
[0028] In a delocalized state, however, the erroneous
particles are scattered through the distribution curve, and
an indexing of particles in order of their weight will yield
a set of erroneous particles whose averaged index is not
necessarily high with respect to the size of the total set
of particles. Generally, an average of verification particle
indices that remains constant and high in value with re-
spect to total particle set size reflects a localized condi-
tion. An average that falls in value or begins to fluctuate
in value may indicate a delocalized condition.
[0029] Both of these states, localized and delocalized,
are depicted in the plots of the averaged verification par-
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ticle data in FIG. 8. In this graph, the plotted data are the
averaged verification particle indices. For localization it-
erations 1 through 600, the averaged data are high and
relatively constant, which is consistent with a localized
state. Shortly after iteration 600, the average value drops
significantly and then recovers; in this particular data set,
this drop corresponds to an engineer picking the robot
up from the floor and moving it to a different location. Like
the previous drops in index average, the return of the
average to a high, stable number indicates that the robot
likely recovered from the event.
[0030] At a point on the graph between 800 and 1000
localization iterations the data begins to fluctuate greatly.
The lack of consistency in the average and the range of
its variability are indicative of a delocalized condition. Un-
like the previous, large delocalization, the robot likely was
unable to recover from this delocalization as indicated
by the data’s continuing instability through the end of the
data set.
[0031] Determining that the robot has delocalized re-
lies on comparing the averaged erroneous particle index
to a threshold number. The threshold number can be
decided a priori during coding, but it is typically beneficial
to include some hysteresis in the evaluation of whether
a robot is localized. For example, looking at the latter
portion of the data set illustrated in FIG. 8, the variability
of the averaged verification particle indices reaches a
high number several times, but, in each instance, it drops
again after only a few iterations. A proper evaluation of
whether a robot has recovered from a delocalization
event should not look only at instantaneous values, but
also should evaluate whether the averaged index returns
to a high value and remains stable at a high value for a
period of time sufficient to demonstrate that the robot
likely has successfully re-localized. The necessary min-
imum duration can also be defined in the code.

2. TREATMENT OF DYNAMIC AREAS OF THE MAP

[0032] One of the challenges confronting a robot en-
gaged in creation and update of maps of its surroundings
is the potential mix of static and dynamic elements within
its surroundings. While it is generally expected that most
of a robot’s surroundings will remain fixed, a robot should
be prepared to function within an environment in which
people, pets, etc. may be moving.
[0033] Newly encountered, unmapped space may
contain a mix of dynamic and static elements. Making a
distinction between the robot’s identification of potentially
dynamic areas of the map and those that are static is
essential for building useful and accurate maps for the
robot to use.
[0034] In an embodiment, the issue of distinguishing
between static (permanent) elements of the robot’s sur-
roundings and dynamic (transient) elements may be ad-
dressed in the following way:

1) The robot may create an abstraction of its envi-

ronment (a map) within a grid-space of cells available
in memory, each cell containing a number that indi-
cates a relative probability of whether the space with-
in the cell is empty or occupied. These values may
range from, for example, zero (empty) to 254 (occu-
pied), with an initial condition value within every cell
of 127 (i.e., a value in the middle of the spectrum).
2) A spatial sensor, most conveniently a laser range-
finder, may scan the robot’s surroundings, measur-
ing distances to boundaries and other objects. This
data stream may provide the base information from
which the robot can determine the probability that a
cell is occupied or not. For example, if the spatial
sensor measures a distance to a wall, the occupancy
probability that the cell on the robot-generated map
corresponding to that point along the wall is occupied
increases while the occupancy probability for all the
cells along the measurement vector between the ro-
bot and the wall decreases (because the wall was
the first object detected). With repeated measure-
ment from the spatial sensor, the probabilities may
become more certain.
3) If a cell currently identified as empty has an occu-
pancy probability that is changing (e.g., appearing
suddenly to be occupied), it may signify a potentially
dynamic area of the map.
4) If such cells are detected, they may be marked so
as to not be updated with regard to their likelihood
of containing an obstacle while they are dynamic.
Similarly, this also can extend to an arbitrary zone
surrounding these cells.

[0035] FIG. 9 is a diagram of a system containing other
features of the invention. In FIG. 9, a data acquisition
system 910 generates data regarding the physical envi-
ronment of a mobile device such as a robot. The data
generated by the data acquisition system provides input
to a map/model processing apparatus 920. The map/
model processing apparatus 920 generates and main-
tains a map in a cell-based grid form (block 922) and
assigns a probability of occupancy to each cell (block
924) based on the data received from the data acquisition
system. Additionally, the map/model processing unit
monitors individual cells (block 926) for changes in their
probability of occupancy. Based on the detection of such
changes, the processing unit determines if any cells are
dynamic. If cells are determined to be dynamic, they are
marked accordingly (block 928). Mapping or updating of
such cells is suspended for the period that they are in a
dynamic state.
[0036] FIG. 10 depicts a flow of operation of the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 9. In FIG. 10, at block 1001, the
data acquisition system generates data regarding the ro-
bot’s physical environment, yielding the generated data
at block 1002. At block 1003, the generated data is used
to generate or update the map of the robot’s physical
environment. At block 1004, probabilities of occupancy
for each cell in the grid map are assigned or updated. At
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block 1005, it is determined whether probabilities of oc-
cupancy of any of the cells are changing. If they are not,
then flow returns to block 1001. If they are, then at block
1006, the cells whose probabilities of occupancy are
changing are marked as dynamic so that they are not
updated while probability of occupancy is changing. Flow
then returns to block 1001.

Addressing tilt in a sensor used to collect spatial data 
regarding a robot’s surroundings

[0037] Accurate delineation of a robot’s surroundings
as part of mapping and localization requires maintaining
the orientations of the sensors generating spatial data in
congruence with the presiding surfaces of the surround-
ing geometry. For a robot operating inside a building or
similar enclosure, this means that a sensor collecting in-
formation in two dimensions would preferably maintain
its plane of detection as parallel to the floor since the floor
would define the dominant plane of motion available to
a robot traversing it.
[0038] Because floors may have areas of uneven sur-
face or surface discontinuities, or because objects resting
on the floor may introduce non-uniformities in a robot’s
available travel surface, it is possible that a sensor col-
lecting spatial data may not maintain consistent orienta-
tion with the presiding surfaces of the surrounding ge-
ometry, which can lead to erroneous delineation of the
robot’s surroundings.
[0039] FIGS. 11-12 illustrate the potential problem en-
countered by a robot collecting spatial data without an
ability to detect when its sensor has lost parallel orienta-
tion with the floor. In the upper illustration, the robot is
traveling away from a physical boundary at A and toward
a physical boundary at B. A sensor mounted on the robot
in this example is collecting spatial data in a horizontal
plane indicated by the thin line positioned at a height near
the top of the robot. In the lower illustration, the robot
begins traversing an obstacle which tilts the robot back-
ward. If the robot does not recognize that it is no longer
collecting data in a plane that is accordant with the sur-
rounding geometry, then the spatial construction devel-
oped from the sensor data will not match the actual ge-
ometry defined by the robot’s surroundings. In this case,
the data collection plane’s forward incline will distort the
previously determined position of the wall at B to one
further out, at B’. The backward decline on the data col-
lection plane results in its intersection with the floor, cre-
ating the impression that a boundary exists behind the
robot at A’rather than at the further position of A.
[0040] Often, wheel slip accompanies tilt when a robot
traverses a substantive irregularity in a floor surface. This
can be particularly problematic if it occurs when the robot
is collecting its first data on a new area (e.g., when the
robot has turned a corner into an unmapped space) since
the distorted image may be incorporated into the map.
[0041] For a robot using the continuous generation of
spatial boundary information to provide updates to a map,

erroneous data generated during a tilt event can propa-
gate into mapping or localization algorithms. The poten-
tial results may include some degree of mapping corrup-
tion, which frequently can lead to delocalization.
[0042] Consequently, it is important to provide a strat-
egy to identify and address tilt conditions during normal
operation, and two approaches to same are described
below. These approaches are designed such that they
can be used separately or together in potential reinforce-
ment.

3. TILT AS DETECTED AND ADDRESSED IN SOFT-
WARE

[0043] Typically, dynamic areas created by people,
pets or objects moved or in use by a person will present
a dynamic area to mark, one that usually is limited in its
footprint. However, if the dynamic area is spread along
a relatively wide area, then this may represent a different
scenario. For example, if a map boundary area shifts
suddenly or moves in a way that many, possibly contig-
uous cells are tagged as active, then it may be likely that
the robot has tilted. In such a case, the spatial sensor’s
detection plane may be angled such that a portion of the
floor near the robot is read as a boundary, as indicated
in the example described earlier. When the robot identi-
fies that a dynamic area involves an area larger than
would be created by people, pets or moving objects in
relative proportion with the former, then the updating of
the map may be suspended.
[0044] FIG. 13 depicts a flow of operation of a system
as depicted in FIG. 1, with the variant that tilt of the robot
is detected and addressed in software. At block 1301,
the data acquisition system generates data regarding the
robot’s physical environment, yielding the generated da-
ta at block 1302. At block 1303, the generated data is
used to generate or update the map of the robot’s phys-
ical environment. At block 1304, a check is made to see
if any elements of the map (e.g. a map boundary area)
has shifted beyond a threshold limit. If not, then at block
1305, map generation or update continues. However, if
at block 1304 there has been a shift beyond the threshold
limit, then at block 1306, the map generation is suspend-
ed, or the map is modified. In this aspect, the instruction
to suspend or modify is generated within the processing
apparatus, and does not originate from the sensing unit.
After either block 1305 or block 1306, flow returns to data
generation, so that further checks can be made to see
whether the map elements have returned to within
threshold limits.
[0045] It should be noted that instructions to suspend
or modify the use of generated data for mapping need
not come solely from the sensing unit or from within the
processing apparatus. These respective features of the
system depicted in FIG. 1 may operate concurrently.
[0046] Detection of motion may rely on spatial scan-
ning done by, for example, a laser rangefinder, which
may continuously scan a robot’s surroundings. When
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scanning indicates that consecutive distance readings
show "dynamic" movement, the spatial distance repre-
sented by an aggregate distance, or by a distance differ-
ential, may be compared to a pre-defined threshold val-
ue. If the difference between the first to the last distance
measurement is larger than the threshold, it may be con-
cluded that the robot is tilted. FIG. 14 provides an exam-
ple of such a scenario. Consider the robot at location A
moving through a room and passing a doorway into an
adjoining room. Assume that the robot employs a planar
spatial sensor enabling it to delineate the physical limits
of its surroundings. Such a sensor likely would detect,
through the open doorway, some portion of the wall of
the adjoining room, which, in the example case, may yield
the detected length of wall segment B. If one side of the
advancing robot encounters an obstacle such as, for ex-
ample, a thick rug, that results in the robot straddling the
object (e.g., the left wheel(s) may be raised by the rug
while the right wheel(s) continues to roll on the floor),
then the robot’s sensing plane likely will tilt toward its
right side. Depending on room geometry and degree of
tilt, it is possible that the portion of the sensing plane that
had been detecting the wall of the adjoining room at B,
now would intersect the floor of the adjoining room at the
much closer location of B’. In such a case, as the robot
updates the map of its surroundings, the data may show
the wall boundary shift suddenly from B to B’ while other
boundaries might show little or no variation in position.
For a robot monitoring sudden changes in consecutive
cells - from empty cells at B’ during level operation to
occupied cells at B’ when the robot is tilting - the deter-
mination that a tilt event has occurred may be based on
a comparison between the physical length represented
by the consecutive, newly-"occupied" cells and a pre-
defined threshold. If the represented distance, or dis-
tance differential, meets or exceeds the threshold, it may
be concluded that the robot has tilted and map updating
may be suspended.

4. TILT AS DETECTED AND ADDRESSED IN HARD-
WARE

[0047] Detection of tilt in hardware may involve the use
of an accelerometer or similar component that may detect
changes in the orientation of the component’s mounting
surface.
[0048] With this approach, data generated by the spa-
tial scanner may be supplemented by data regarding
changes in orientation. With this latter data set providing
contextual verification for the spatial sensor’s data, infor-
mation collected while the tilt-detecting component indi-
cates that the spatial sensor has lost its preferred orien-
tation could be discarded. In a typical embodiment, this
data may be discarded before it is processed by any lo-
calization or mapping software.
[0049] As depicted in FIG. 15, a robot uses a sensor
generating 2D spatial information in a horizontal plane
from the robot’s surroundings. The dotted line indicates

the sensing perimeter, created by the spatial sensing
plane intersecting objects surrounding the robot. This pe-
rimeter informs the robot of nearby obstacles and the
boundaries presented by walls and doors.
[0050] As depicted in FIG. 16. if the robot traverses a
low obstacle, such as the door frame shown in FIG. 16,
or an uneven surface, then the robot may lose its parallel
disposition with respect to the floor. As a result, a sensor
fixed to the robot collecting spatial information regarding
the robot’s surroundings may collect data at an angle
away from horizontal. The dotted line in FIG. 16 shows
the intersection of the spatial sensor’s plane of detection
with object surfaces surrounding the robot. With the robot
tilted, the generated spatial data becomes erroneous.
The calculated distance to the wall in front of the robot
becomes distorted as the detection plane at B’ intersects
the wall at a higher point, but, more critically, the detection
plane’s intersection with the floor behind the robot would
incorrectly report a linear boundary at A’.
[0051] Several features and aspects of the present in-
vention have been illustrated and described in detail with
reference to particular embodiments by way of example
only, and not by way of limitation. Reference herein to
"one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means that a par-
ticular feature, structure, operation, or other characteris-
tic described in connection with the embodiment may be
included in at least one implementation of the invention.
However, the appearance of the phrase "in one embod-
iment" or "in an embodiment" in various places in the
specification does not necessarily refer to the same em-
bodiment. It is envisaged that the ordinarily skilled person
could use any or all of the above embodiments individu-
ally, or in any compatible combination or permutation.
Those of skill in the art will appreciate that alternative
implementations and various modifications to the dis-
closed embodiments are within the scope and contem-
plation of the present disclosure. Therefore, it is intended
that the invention be considered as limited only by the
scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A system for identifying and marking dynamic areas
of a map of a physical environment of a mobile device
(120), the system comprising:

a. a data acquisition system (110;910) that gen-
erates data (1002) identifying the mobile de-
vice’s physical environment; and
b. processing apparatus (130;920), responsive
to the data acquisition system (110), to map or
model the mobile device’s physical environment
and the data acquisition system’s location within
the mobile device’s physical environment in a
cell-based grid in which cells are assigned prob-
abilities indicating certainty about whether the
physical space corresponding to a cell is occu-
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pied by an object or contains empty space;
c. wherein the processing apparatus (130;920)
includes apparatus that:

i. assigns and updates probabilities (1004)
to each cell within the grid map from the
data generated by the data acquisition sys-
tem (110;910);
characterised in that the processing ap-
paratus further includes apparatus that:
ii. determines (1005) if changes in a cell’s
probability of occupancy indicate that a cell
currently identified as empty has become
occupied or a cell currently identified as oc-
cupied has become empty; and
iii. marks (1006) such cells so as not to be
updated with regard to their probability of
containing an obstacle or not while said
probability is changing.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1 wherein the marked
cells also include a zone, of predetermined size, sur-
rounding the marked cells.

3. A system claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein the
mobile device is a robot (120).

4. A system as claimed in any of claims 1 to 3 further
comprising a distance-measuring device, said data
acquisition system being responsive to said dis-
tance-measuring device to generate said data iden-
tifying the mobile device’s physical environment.

5. A system as claimed in claim 4 wherein said dis-
tance-measuring device comprises light-emitting
and light-receiving apparatus to emit light to measure
distance based on reflected light.

6. A system as claimed in claim 5 wherein the distance-
measuring device comprises a laser rangefinder.

7. A system as claimed in any preceding claim further
comprising a sensing unit that determines whether
the data acquisition system (110;910) has lost its
preferred orientation for operation with respect to the
robot’s physical environment.

8. A system as claimed in claim 7 wherein the sensing
unit comprises an accelerometer.

9. A method for controlling movement of a robot (120),
the method comprising:

a. generating (1001) data (1002) identifying the
robot’s physical environment; and
b. mapping or modeling (1003) the robot’s phys-
ical environment and location within the robot’s
physical environment in a cell-based grid in

which cells are assigned probabilities indicating
certainty about whether the physical space cor-
responding to a cell is occupied by an object or
contains empty space;
c. assigning and updating probabilities (1004)
to each cell within the grid map from the gener-
ated data (1002); and
d. controlling movement of the robot in accord-
ance with (a) to (c);
characterised in that the method further com-
prises:
e. determining whether changes in a cell’s prob-
ability of occupancy indicate that a cell currently
identified as empty has become occupied or a
cell currently identified as occupied has become
empty;
f. marking such cells so as not to be updated
with regard to their probability of containing an
obstacle or not while said probability is chang-
ing.; and

10. A method as claimed in claim 9 wherein the marked
cells also include a zone, of predetermined size, sur-
rounding the marked cells.

11. A method as claimed in claim 9 or claim 10 further
comprising:

a. determining whether the robot (120) has lost
its preferred orientation for operation; and
b. if the robot (120) has lost its preferred orien-
tation, suspending said mapping or modeling
(1003) while the robot has lost its preferred ori-
entation, and resuming said mapping or mode-
ling (1003) when the robot has resumed its pre-
ferred orientation.

Patentansprüche

1. System zum Identifizieren und Markieren dynami-
scher Bereiche einer Karte einer physikalischen Um-
gebung eines mobilen Geräts (120), wobei das Sy-
stem umfasst:

a. ein Datenerfassungssystem (110; 910), das
Daten (1002) generiert, welche die physikali-
sche Umgebung des mobilen Geräts identifizie-
ren; und
b. Verarbeitungsvorrichtung (130; 920), die auf
das Datenerfassungssystem (110) reagiert, um
die physikalische Umgebung des mobilen Ge-
räts und die Ortung des Datenerfassungssy-
stems innerhalb der physikalischen Umgebung
des mobilen Geräts in einem zellbasierten Gitter
zu kartieren (mappen) oder zu modellieren, in
dem Zellen Wahrscheinlichkeiten zugeordnet
werden, die Gewissheit darüber anzeigen, ob
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der physikalische einer Zelle entsprechende
Raum von einem Objekt besetzt ist oder leeren
Raum beinhaltet;
c. wobei die Verarbeitungsvorrichtung (130;
920) Vorrichtung einschließt, die:

i. jeder Zelle innerhalb des Kartengitters an-
hand von Daten, die vom Datenerfassungs-
system (110; 910) generiert wurden, Wahr-
scheinlichkeiten (1004) zuordnet und ak-
tualisiert;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Ver-
arbeitungsvorrichtung ferner Vorrichtung
einschließt, die:
ii. ermittelt (1005), ob Änderungen in Beset-
zungswahrscheinlichkeit einer Zelle anzei-
gen, dass eine Zelle, die gegenwärtig als
leer identifiziert wurde, besetzt worden ist
oder eine Zelle, die gegenwärtig als besetzt
identifiziert wurde, leer geworden ist; und
iii. solche Zellen markiert (1006), um nicht,
hinsichtlich ihrer Wahrscheinlichkeit ein
Hindernis zu enthalten oder nicht, aktuali-
siert zu werden, während sich die besagte
Wahrscheinlichkeit ändert.

2. System, wie in Anspruch 1 beansprucht, wobei die
markierten Zellen außerdem eine Zone, vorgegebe-
ner Größe, einschließen, welche die markierten Zel-
len umgibt.

3. System, wie in Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2 bean-
sprucht, wobei das mobile Gerät ein Roboter (120)
ist.

4. System, wie in einem beliebigen der Ansprüche 1
bis 3 beansprucht, das ferner ein Entfernungsmess-
gerät umfasst, wobei das Datenerfassungssystem
auf das besagte Entfernungsmessgerät reagiert, um
besagte Daten zu generieren, welche die physikali-
sche Umgebung des mobilen Geräts identifizieren.

5. System, wie in Anspruch 4 beansprucht, wobei das
besagte Entfernungsmessgerät Licht emittierende
und Licht empfangende Vorrichtung umfasst, um
Licht zu emittieren, um damit Entfernung auf reflek-
tiertem Licht beruhend zu messen.

6. System, wie in Anspruch 5 beansprucht, wobei die
Entfernungsmessvorrichtung einen Laserentfer-
nungsmesser umfasst.

7. System, wie in einem beliebigen vorangehenden An-
spruch beansprucht, das ferner eine Messfühlerein-
heit umfasst, die ermittelt, ob das Datenerfassungs-
system (110; 910) seine bevorzugte Orientierung für
Betrieb in Bezug auf die physikalische Umgebung
des Roboters verloren hat.

8. System, wie in Anspruch 7 beansprucht, wobei die
Messfühlereinheit einen Beschleunigungsmesser
umfasst.

9. Verfahren zur Steuerung von Bewegung eines Ro-
boters (120), wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

a. Generieren (1001) von Daten (1002), welche
die physikalische Umgebung des Roboters
identifizieren; und
b. Kartieren (Mapping) oder Modellieren (1003)
der physikalischen Umgebung des Roboters
und Ortung innerhalb der physikalischen Umge-
bung des Roboters in einem zellbasierten Gitter,
in dem Zellen Wahrscheinlichkeiten zugeordnet
werden, die Gewissheit darüber anzeigen, ob
der physikalische einer Zelle entsprechende
Raum von einem Objekt besetzt ist oder leeren
Raum beinhaltet;
c. Zuordnen und aktualisieren von Wahrschein-
lichkeiten (1004) zu jeder Zelle innerhalb des
Kartengitters anhand der generierten Daten
(1002); und
d. Steuern der Bewegung des Roboters gemäß
(a) bis (c);
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren
ferner umfasst:
e. Ermitteln, ob Änderungen in der Besetzungs-
wahrscheinlichkeit einer Zelle anzeigen, dass
eine Zelle, die gegenwärtig als leer identifiziert
wurde, besetzt worden ist oder eine Zelle, die
gegenwärtig als besetzt identifiziert wurde, leer
geworden ist;
f. Markieren solcher Zellen, um nicht, hinsicht-
lich ihrer Wahrscheinlichkeit ein Hindernis zu
enthalten oder nicht, aktualisiert zu werden,
während sich die besagte Wahrscheinlichkeit
ändert.; und

10. Verfahren, wie in Anspruch 9 beansprucht, wobei
die markierten Zellen außerdem eine Zone, vorge-
gebener Größe, einschließen, welche die markierten
Zellen umgibt.

11. Verfahren, wie in Anspruch 9 oder Anspruch 10 be-
ansprucht, das ferner umfasst:

a. Ermitteln, ob der Roboter (120) seine bevor-
zugte Orientierung für Betrieb verloren hat; und
b. falls der Roboter (120) seine bevorzugte Ori-
entierung verloren hat, suspendieren der besag-
ten Kartierung (Mapping) oder der Modellierung
(1003), während der Roboter seine bevorzugte
Orientierung verloren hat, und Wiederaufnahme
der besagten Kartierung oder Modellierung
(1003), wenn der Roboter seine bevorzugte Ori-
entierung wieder aufgenommen hat.
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Revendications

1. Système pour identifier et marquer des zones dyna-
miques d’une carte d’un environnement physique
d’un dispositif mobile (120), ce système
comprenant :

a. un système d’acquisition de données (110 ;
910) qui génère des données (1002) identifiant
l’environnement physique du dispositif mobile ;
et
b. un appareil de traitement (130 ; 920) réceptif
au système d’acquisition de données (110),
pour cartographier ou modéliser l’environne-
ment physique du dispositif mobile et l’empla-
cement du système d’acquisition de données à
l’intérieur de l’environnement physique du dis-
positif mobile dans une grille à base de cellules
dans laquelle des probabilités sont attribuées
aux cellules, indiquant une certitude sur le fait
que soit l’espace physique correspondant à une
cellule est occupé par un objet, soit il contient
un espace vide ;
c. dans lequel l’appareil de traitement (130 ;
920) comprend un appareil qui :

i. attribue des probabilités (1004) à chaque
cellule à l’intérieur de la grille cartographi-
que et les met à jour à partir des données
générées par le système d’acquisition de
données (110 ; 910) ;
caractérisé en ce que l’appareil de traite-
ment comprend en outre un appareil qui :
ii. détermine (1005) si des changements
dans la probabilité d’occupation d’une cel-
lule indiquent qu’une cellule actuellement
identifiée comme vide est devenue occupée
ou qu’une cellule actuellement identifiée
comme occupée est devenue vide ; et
iii. marque (1006) ces cellules de façon à
ce qu’elles ne soient pas mises à jour en ce
qui concerne leur probabilité de contenir un
obstacle ou pas tandis que ladite probabilité
est en train de changer.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
cellules marquées comprennent aussi une zone, de
taille prédéterminée, entourant les cellules mar-
quées.

3. Système selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication
2, dans lequel le dispositif mobile est un robot (120).

4. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 3, comprenant en outre un dispositif de mesure
de distance, ledit système d’acquisition de données
étant réceptif audit dispositif de mesure de distance
pour générer lesdites données identifiant l’environ-

nement physique du dispositif mobile.

5. Système selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit
dispositif de mesure de distance comprend un ap-
pareil émetteur de lumière et récepteur de lumière
pour émettre une lumière afin de mesurer une dis-
tance en se basant sur la lumière réfléchie.

6. Système selon la revendication 5, dans lequel ledit
dispositif de mesure de distance comprend un télé-
mètre à laser.

7. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant en outre une unité de dé-
tection qui détermine si le système d’acquisition de
données (110 ; 910) a perdu son orientation préférée
de fonctionnement par rapport à l’environnement
physique du robot.

8. Système selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’unité
de détection comprend un accéléromètre.

9. Procédé pour commander le mouvement d’un robot
(120), ce procédé comprenant :

a. la génération (1001) de données (1002) iden-
tifiant l’environnement physique du robot ; et
b. la cartographie ou la modélisation (1003) de
l’environnement physique et de l’emplacement
du robot à l’intérieur de l’environnement physi-
que du robot dans une grille à base de cellules
dans laquelle des probabilités sont attribuées
aux cellules, indiquant une certitude sur le fait
que soit l’espace physique correspondant à une
cellule est occupé par un objet, soit il contient
un espace vide ;
c. l’attribution de probabilités (1004) à chaque
cellule à l’intérieur de la grille cartographique et
leur mise à jour à partir des données générées
(1002) ; et
d. la commande du mouvement du robot con-
formément aux paragraphes (a) à (c) ;
caractérisé en ce que ce procédé comprend
en outre :
e. la détermination de si des changements dans
la probabilité d’occupation d’une cellule indi-
quent qu’une cellule actuellement identifiée
comme vide est devenue occupée ou qu’une
cellule actuellement identifiée comme occupée
est devenue vide ;
f. le marquage de ces cellules de façon à ce
qu’elles ne soient pas mises à jour en ce qui
concerne leur probabilité de contenir un obsta-
cle ou pas tandis que ladite probabilité est en
train de changer.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel les
cellules marquées comprennent aussi une zone,
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d’une taille prédéterminée, entourant les cellules
marquées.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9 ou la revendication
10, comprenant en outre :

a. la détermination de si le robot (120) a perdu
son orientation préférée de fonctionnement ; et
b. si le robot (120) a perdu son orientation pré-
férée, la suspension de ladite cartographie ou
modélisation (1003) tandis que le robot a perdu
son orientation préférée, et la reprise de ladite
cartographie ou modélisation (1003) lorsque le
robot a repris son orientation préférée.
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